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MAINTENANCE-FREE PLANK
collection

ParQUet
Intelligence
OUR KNOWLEDGE
BENEFITS YOU.
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Browse the following pages and immerse yourself in the natural beauty of our
floors and our parquet intelligence.
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We lead the way when it comes to innovation. We are able to draw on our
decades of experience, our dynamic search for improvements and our
boundless curiosity. We are always one step ahead when it comes to parquet
flooring. We set the standards for the future with world firsts, such as
maintenance free parquet, providing you with a range of options beyond belief.
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We can make your
flooring dreams come true

Weitzer Parkett
Intelligence
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Weitzer Parkett
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WHAT ARE THE Features of
WP Charisma
 	Patented double-click system.
 	Maximum locking force: Simultaneous locking of the
longitudinal and header joints in one movement.

This is parquet intelligence:

 	Unsurpassed: Fast and simple one-man assembly
and disassembly.

Perfect solutions for
all areas of use!

 	No bonding necessary.
 	Wear layer: 3.6 mm.
 	Optimal protection with HydroStop: Unique all round joint edge
impregnation provides the ultimate protection against the ingress
of moisture, preventing discolouring and swelling.

Are you looking for a parquet floor that offers you practical benefits?
Our Intelligent Solutions: The characteristics of our maintenance-free, healthy,
sound-reduction parquet are unique worldwide, and provide extensive evidence
of our innovations which set new benchmarks when it comes to parquet flooring,
offering convenience, comfort and an enhanced sense of well being.

 	Ideally suited to underfloor heating, as it can be
completely adhered to the subfloor.
Made in Austria

 	30 years guarantee on functionality from date of purchase.
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Maintenancefree parquet

Maintenancefree parquet

Maintenancefree parquet
Unique worldwide:
no maintenance
required, saves you
time and money.

You can always identify
our Maintenance-free
products by the MAINTENANCE-FREE SYMBOL

		

PROactive+

		THE NATURAL MATT
		SURFACE FINISH

Revolutionary technology means
only gentle cleaning is needed.

Combines the advantages of having a
maintenance-free, lacquered ProStrong
surface with the visual appeal of a naturally
oiled “ProVital finish” surface.
YOU SEE the natural surface
YOU FEEL the pores

I adore accurate appearances.

INTELLIGENT Characteristics
particularly well suited for heavy duty

Complicated and time
consuming maintenance
is no longer required.

	extremely resistant to scratches
and chemicals etc.

This is parquet intelligence:

the world’s first
maintenancefree parquet!

Shows durability.
Our maintenance-free parquet is extremely
hard wearing and scratch resistant.

Our special pore sealing process.
Multi-layer sealing enables us to achieve a unique effect that
protects the parquet against scratches and abrasions, even
when subjected to heavy wear and tear.

Do you want to avoid having to spend time and
money on maintaining your parquet flooring?
Our Intelligent Solution: The unique, special
sealing that goes down to the pores makes
our parquet maintenance-free. All it takes is a
gentle clean saving time and money. Your floor
remains beautiful without any maintenance!
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Parquet
Characteristics

Parquet
Characteristics

Parquet
Characteristics
A uniqu
e
combination

:
Bevelle
d, brus
AND Maintenance
hed
free!

01 bevelled

02 brushed

03 Natural

accentuates the plank appearance
adding depth and presence

brings out the natural structure
of the wood grain

vibrant structure, enhances the
natural structure of the wood
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Colour range
Lava

Colour range
Terra

VERLEGUNG
SCHWIMMEND

2,0
NUTZSCHICHT

NUT-FEDER
VERBINDUNG

BEDINGT

VOLLFLÄCHIG
VERKLEBT

3,6

2,5
NUTZSCHICHT

NUTZSCHICHT

HYDROSTOP

SEHRGUT

4,5
NUTZSCHICHT

LINKE - RECHTE
STÄBE

MITTEL
HART

NUTZSCHICHT

2-SCHICHT
PARKETT

HOLZSTIEGE
WP MULTI

HART

8,0

5,5
NUTZSCHICHT

MASSIV
PARKETT

DOUBLE-CLICK
VERBINDUNG

Plank appearance | Fumed Oak | original | bevelled, brushed

GUT

SEHR
HART

10
NUTZSCHICHT

3-SCHICHT
PARKETT

VERLEGUNG
SCHWIMMEND

2,0
NUTZSCHICHT

NUT-FEDER
VERBINDUNG

HYDROSTOP

BEDINGT

VOLLFLÄCHIG
VERKLEBT

2,5
NUTZSCHICHT

3,6
NUTZSCHICHT

GUT

SEHRGUT

4,5
NUTZSCHICHT

LINKE - RECHTE
STÄBE

NUTZSCHICHT

2-SCHICHT
PARKETT

HOLZSTIEGE
WP MULTI

HART

8,0

5,5
NUTZSCHICHT

MASSIV
PARKETT

DOUBLE-CLICK
VERBINDUNG

MITTEL
HART

SEHR
HART

10
NUTZSCHICHT

3-SCHICHT
PARKETT

Plank appearance | Oak Coffee | original | bevelled, brushed
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Colour range
NATURE

Colour range
NATURE

VERLEGUNG
SCHWIMMEND

2,0
NUTZSCHICHT

NUT-FEDER
VERBINDUNG

BEDINGT

VOLLFLÄCHIG
VERKLEBT

3,6

2,5
NUTZSCHICHT

NUTZSCHICHT

HYDROSTOP

SEHRGUT

4,5
NUTZSCHICHT

LINKE - RECHTE
STÄBE

MITTEL
HART

NUTZSCHICHT

2-SCHICHT
PARKETT

HOLZSTIEGE
WP MULTI

HART

8,0

5,5
NUTZSCHICHT

MASSIV
PARKETT

DOUBLE-CLICK
VERBINDUNG

Plank appearance | Oak | select | bevelled, brushed

GUT

SEHR
HART

10
NUTZSCHICHT

3-SCHICHT
PARKETT

VERLEGUNG
SCHWIMMEND

2,0
NUTZSCHICHT

NUT-FEDER
VERBINDUNG

HYDROSTOP

BEDINGT

VOLLFLÄCHIG
VERKLEBT

2,5
NUTZSCHICHT

3,6
NUTZSCHICHT

GUT

SEHRGUT

4,5
NUTZSCHICHT

LINKE - RECHTE
STÄBE

NUTZSCHICHT

2-SCHICHT
PARKETT

HOLZSTIEGE
WP MULTI

HART

8,0

5,5
NUTZSCHICHT

MASSIV
PARKETT

DOUBLE-CLICK
VERBINDUNG

MITTEL
HART

SEHR
HART

10
NUTZSCHICHT

3-SCHICHT
PARKETT

Plank appearance | Oak | essence | bevelled, brushed
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Colour range
STONE

Colour range
SAND

VERLEGUNG
SCHWIMMEND

2,0
NUTZSCHICHT

NUT-FEDER
VERBINDUNG

BEDINGT

VOLLFLÄCHIG
VERKLEBT

3,6

2,5
NUTZSCHICHT

NUTZSCHICHT

HYDROSTOP

SEHRGUT

4,5
NUTZSCHICHT

LINKE - RECHTE
STÄBE

MITTEL
HART

NUTZSCHICHT

2-SCHICHT
PARKETT

HOLZSTIEGE
WP MULTI

HART

8,0

5,5
NUTZSCHICHT

MASSIV
PARKETT

DOUBLE-CLICK
VERBINDUNG

Plank appearance | Oak Ice | accent | bevelled

GUT

SEHR
HART

10
NUTZSCHICHT

3-SCHICHT
PARKETT

VERLEGUNG
SCHWIMMEND

2,0
NUTZSCHICHT

NUT-FEDER
VERBINDUNG

HYDROSTOP

BEDINGT

VOLLFLÄCHIG
VERKLEBT

2,5
NUTZSCHICHT

3,6
NUTZSCHICHT

GUT

SEHRGUT

4,5
NUTZSCHICHT

LINKE - RECHTE
STÄBE

NUTZSCHICHT

2-SCHICHT
PARKETT

HOLZSTIEGE
WP MULTI

HART

8,0

5,5
NUTZSCHICHT

MASSIV
PARKETT

DOUBLE-CLICK
VERBINDUNG

MITTEL
HART

SEHR
HART

10
NUTZSCHICHT

3-SCHICHT
PARKETT

Plank appearance | Ash | natural | bevelled, brushed
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Colour range
STONE

parquet and
stairs IN
Identical
colourS
The perfect finish
to your interior.

Stairs AND
skirting

Highest level
of appearance
The appearance of a room can be enhanced by
including the stairs. That’s why we have parquet and
stairs in identical colours. Irrespective of which
timber, colour tone or surface finish you choose.
Incorporating the stairs will produce a harmonious
overall impression – the perfect finish to your interior.
We deliver custom-made, high-quality solutions for
quick, easy construction of stairs. This means that
existing stairs can be individually designed – ideal
for renovations.

Your benefits
At a Glance
VERLEGUNG
SCHWIMMEND

2,0
NUTZSCHICHT

BEDINGT

VOLLFLÄCHIG
VERKLEBT

3,6

2,5
NUTZSCHICHT

NUTZSCHICHT

GUT

SEHRGUT

4,5
NUTZSCHICHT

MITTEL
HART

8,0

5,5
NUTZSCHICHT

HART

NUTZSCHICHT

SEHR
HART

10
NUTZSCHICHT

	Flooring and stairs from one source
	Absolute colour consistency
	Precise custom fit

NUT-FEDER
VERBINDUNG

Plank appearance | Oak Kaschmir | accent | bevelled
HYDROSTOP

MASSIV
PARKETT

DOUBLE-CLICK
VERBINDUNG

LINKE - RECHTE
STÄBE

2-SCHICHT
PARKETT

HOLZSTIEGE
WP MULTI

3-SCHICHT
PARKETT

	Ideal for renovations
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Stairs AND
skirting

Edge profiles
Edge profile 40 mm
Classical step profile

Edge profile 58 mm
Step profile ideal for covering
existing steps

Block step profile
The combination of tread and riser
completely hides old stairs

Intelligent
skirting
SYSTEMS

From simple to elegant

The perfect finish
to your interior.

Our skirtings add the ultimate finishing touch to your parquet flooring.
A range of designs and formats provide a clean and perfect finish to the
wall. The latest innovation is our Magnet-Flex design skirting in a modern
aluminium finish. Classic, wood skirtings with the intelligent clip system
complete our range, providing parquet flooring perfection.

Magnet-Flex
design skirting

Your benefits At a glance

A moulding
for every
stair

	Perfect harmony: an accomplished room design yet
practical for everyday use
	Flat system for discreet wall finishing

Inner moulding

Inner mouldings and wall
cover mouldings are optimally
adapted to the step, this means
that the individual elements
combine into a stylish overall
structure.

Invisible mounting:
The Magnet-Flex
design skirting
forms the perfect
finish between the
floor and wall.

	Uneven and irregular surfaces are compensated for by the rubber lip,
which prevents dust and dirt deposits
	Simple assembly and removal – ideal for quick access to underlying
cable conduit when carrying out general maintenance

ue!

Uniq

Innovative magnetic aluminium skirting system with maximum flexibility.

Wall cover
moulding
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SKIRTING

environmental
responsibility

Where actions
meet words.
We listen to Mother Nature, and feel obliged
to align our company with the environment.
We invite you to follow our example!

environmental
responsibility

We listen to
Mother Nature

Environmental protection:
We’re Taking a Stance.

Our environmental
responsibility.

As the world’s oldest and best-known eco-label, the Blue Angel stands for credibility
and competence. It identifies products which are particularly environmentally friendly
and at the same time meet high demands in relation to health and employment
protection. Weitzer Parkett products have been tested in accordance with these strict
guidelines, and as a result are entitled to carry the Blue Angel seal of approval.

	Our raw timber is almost exclusively derived
from European, sustainable forests.

We stand for
real values.

	We are the first parquet manufacturer to have
ceased using tropical hardwood timber for a
number of years.

Developed by the European Federation of the Parquet Industry (“FEP”), only
solid and multi-layered real wood floors such as those manufactured by Weitzer
Parkett may carry the Real Wood logo. The campaign for real wood floors has
been developed to avoid confusion between real timber floors and laminate floors
(laminate cannot carry the “Real Wood” label.

	Support for Greenpeace forest projects. By
purchasing a Weitzer Parkett product, you are
contributing to saving the last remaining virgin
forests in Romania.
	Energy is a valuable resource. Our internal
biomass power plant, photovoltaic systems
and hydroelectric power plant allow us to
produce not only environmentally friendly
district heating but also eco-power. The energy
produced in this sustainable manner provides
power not only for Weitzer Parkett but also
for more than half of the city of Weiz. This
corresponds to a capacity of more than 2000
households.
	We make a significant contribution to a positive
eco balance by means of our overall value-add
chain: resources from nearby locations, short
transport paths, production in Austria,
renewable energy, and much more besides.
	We are a step ahead: Weitzer Parkett is the
first and only manufacturer in the market to
offer an overall solution for parquet flooring
and adhesive that is free from plasticizers.
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We take
responsibility.
“Healthy, flourishing forests play
a key role in the global climate,
and consequently for life as a
whole. Accepting responsibility
for the environment is a major
concern for us. That’s why, as
personal sponsors, we support
the
forest campaign
in Romania for the preservation of
the last remaining virgin forests
in Europe.”
Dr. Nicola Weitzer and
DI (FH) Michael Wesonig

Weitzer Parkett bears the PEFC Certificate of sustainable forestry. This Europewide system of forest certification acts as a common framework for national and
regional certification schemes PEFC (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification scheme) is a certification system initiated by European private forest
owners and promotes sustainable forestry.

Ü symbol:
We’ve been tested.

Weitzer Parkett
GmbH & Co KG

Weitzer Parkett
GmbH & Co KG

Z-156.607-729
WP 2-Schichtprodukte

Z-156.607-730
WP 3-Schichtprodukte

„Emissionsgeprüftes
Bauprodukt nach
DiBt-Grundsätzen“

„Emissionsgeprüftes
Bauprodukt nach
DiBt-Grundsätzen“

The ‘Ü’ label stands for emissions-tested building products in Germany which
have been compulsorily tested, and must be approved, in accordance with the
principles of the Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik (‘DIBt’), the German Institute
of Building Technology.

Wood is a natural product and is therefore subject to variations in colour and grain.
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Weitzer Parkett
Klammstraße
24
Facebook
LinkedIn
8160 Weiz, AUSTRIA
SOCIAL
MEDIA @
@ WEITZER
WEITZER PARKETT
PARKETT
Phone
+43 (0)3172/2372-0
SOCIAL
MEDIA
Twitter
SlideShare
Fax +43 (0)3172/2372-401
office@weitzer-parkett.com
Facebook
SOCIAL MEDIA
@ WEITZER
Flickr
RSS PARKETT
/ Atom LinkedIn
Facebook

Facebook
Foursquare Twitter
Twitter

LinkedIn

LinkedIn
Wordpress

SlideShare
SlideShare

Flickr
Flickr

RSS / Atom
Xing
RSS / Atom
SlideShare

Flickr
Wikipedia Foursquare
weitzer-parkett.com
Foursquare

RSS / Atom Wordpress
Wordpress

You Tube
Twitter

Google Places
You Tube
Foursquare You Tube

Xing
Wordpress Xing

Your Weitzer Parkett Partner
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